Central TREC Group - Summer Season Challenge 2019
Member name
CTG membership
number
Type of challenge

Challenge
Gen - Attend CTG
unmounted training
Gen - Attend CTG mounted
training
Gen - Compete at a
competition run by another
club
Gen - Attend judges or
scorers training.
Gen - Camp over at a
competition
Gen - Try a new class (ride
at 2 levels or as pair &
individual)
Help - Be a helper at CTG
competition
Help - Recruit a helper for a
CTG event
Help - Judge PTV at a CTG
competition
Help - Judge a POR at a CTG
competition
Help - Recruit a competitor
Help - set up or take down
at a CTG competition
Help - Share pictures or
comments on CTG facebook
page
Help - Recruit a new
member for CTG
Help - Write an article for
CTG newsletter
MA - score 5 for walk
MA - score 5 for canter
MA - score 15 for walk

Completed

Venue

Date

MA - score 30 for canter
MA - score 25 for walk
MA - Combined MA score of
POR - Complete a POR
section with less than 2 time
penalties
POR - Complete a POR
without picking up any bad
tickets and not missing any
good tickets
POR - Complete with no
tack penalties
POR - Complete a POR route
with less than 2 time
penalties on each section.
POR - Completing grid
references section within
time
POR - Leave map room
without time extension
POR - Complete a POR with
less than 2 time penalties
across all sections
POR - Complete bearings
section with only 5 penalties
POR - Enter all check points
correctly
PTV - Canter the corridor &
score 10
PTV - Get 2 x 10s in a
competitive round
PTV - Score for low branches
PTV - Score over 100 for a
summer PTV
PTV - Canter bending &
score 10
PTV - Get 6 x 10s in a
competitive round
PTV - Score 7 for low
branches
PTV - Score over 125 for a
summer PTV
PTV - Canter the shamrock
and score 10
PTV - Get 10 x 10s in a
competitive round

PTV - Score 10 for low
branches
PTV - Score over 140 for a
summer PTV
Total
Total
Total
Sum

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Instructions
1. Submissions will only be accepted on the Excel version of this form
2. Enter name, membership number and select if you are entering the full
challenge or the helper challenge.
3. Mark all completed challenges with a Yes, note venue where challenge
was completed and the date of completion in appropriate column
4. You can see how you are progressing using the total boxes at the bottom
5. Submit the completed challenge form to Central@trecgroup.co.uk by 14
October 2019
6. Prizes will be presented at the CTG AGM (usually November)
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Glossary
Gen = general challenge
CTG = Central TREC Group
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